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Teams are more than a sum of skilled individuals!
‘Collaboration is the essence of organizations. Bringing resources 
and people together multiplies individual capabilities exponentially 
and allows them to reach ambitious goals. That's in theory though. 

To align individuals with an organization's vision and strategy, the 
role of teams is essential. And teams deserve attention, starting with 
the top team. 

Shifting from a group of talented individuals to a real team requires 
continuous attention and maintenance. 

We help teams define the different components of their success, 
activate them and review them regularly. 

We have designed a solid process coupled with a set of thorough 
diagnostics to enhance your team performance from the Top Team 
down into the organization: the PHC Team Improvement Process©’ 

- Olivier Courtois -



Teams Are Your Most Valuable Asset

Often teams are seen as a sum of 
individuals rarely as a team as such. 

This is a missed opportunity. 

Teams are the essential linchpins of 
an organization’s success. 

In theory, the value produced by a team is much 
higher than by the sum of individuals. 

But this is true only if the benefits of collective 
intelligence have been maximized. 

All too often, it is left to chance. 

A team is a complex mechanism 
that deserves special care. 

With a structured process and the right data, teams 
can progress quickly, maximize their impact, top-
down, across the networks, inside out. 



5 reasons to 
use the PHC 
Team 
Diagnostics©?  

• A unique tool based on a blend of the best 
models, and on practical experience with 
numerous leadership teams and individual 
leaders.

• A quick, reliable, easy-to-use tool to 
measure your team contribution to the 
organizational goals.

• A process, not just a tool, to enhance your 
team performance, set team development 
targets and track progress.

• A tool that can easily be combined with 
personal feedback and development 
instruments.

• 8 factors and 40 questions that can be 
customized to your team level (executives, 
leadership, project), team needs and to 
your organization.



The PHC Team 
Diagnostics©

3 diagnostics.
User-friendly quantitative online 
surveys pre & post intervention.
8 factors – 40 items.  
Qualitative offline interviews. 
Clear diagnostics to build a solid 
team improvement plan.



8 characteristics of effective 
teams 

Shared
Direction

Effective 
Teamwork 

Desired Focus 
& Outputs

Talent 
Management

Mutual Trust The Heart 
Factor 

Team Fit Leader Fit 



8 characteristics of effective teams 

1. Shared Direction

The team is clear on its common purpose and sets challenging goals in line with 
the organizational objectives.

2. Effective Teamwork 

The team operates efficiently and effectively. 



8 characteristics of effective teams 

3. Desired Focus & Outputs

The team produces the efforts required to reach its purpose, its objectives.

4. Talent Management 

The team has the necessary skills to achieve its goals in line with its purpose.



8 characteristics of effective teams 

5. Mutual Trust 

The team does what is good for the team and the organization, and the team 
members trust each other on that commitment.

6. The Heart Factor

The team creates a space where passion, courage and energy are enHanced.



8 characteristics of effective teams 

7. Team Fit 

The team provides value to its stakeholders, and its stakeholders empower the 
team to succeed.

8. Leader Fit 

The team has the right leader.



Your Team: General Score 

Poor (0-10) Very Low (10-30) Low (30-50) Fair (50-70) Good (70-90) Excellent (90-100)

56%



Your Team: Scores per Characteristic
Poor (0-10) Very Low 

(10-30)
Low (30-50) Fair (50-70) Good 

(70-90)
Excellent 
(90-100)

Shared direction 73%

Effective Teamwork 65%

Desired Focus & Outputs 43%

Talent Management 88%

Mutual Trust 18% 

The Heart Factor 33%

Team Fit 77%

Leader Fit 52%

TOTAL 56%



The PHC Team 
Improvement Process©

3 diagnostics.
4 team performance booster 
sessions.
Team improvement plan. 
On-call availability.
Optional individual sessions. 



A solid process 
to turn 
feedback into 
sustainable 
practices

PHC® online 
diagnostics 

(quantitative survey)

PHC offline 
interviews 

(Qualitative survey)

Performance 
booster session 1

Performance 
booster session 2

Performance 
booster session 3

Performance 
booster session 4

Post online survey

Ongoing team and 
individual coaching

3 diagnostics.
4 team performance 
booster sessions.
On-call availability. 
Optional individual 
sessions. 



Team Improvement Plan 

Team
Date

Team Action Plan Measurements Resources

Issues 

Team Learning Suggested Readings



Executive Profile: 
Olivier S.E. Courtois 
Top Leadership Expert, Consultant, Coach, Facilitator, Mentor, Speaker. 30 years 
of experience in Leadership Transformation with practical and theoretical 
background.

Olivier, CEO & founder of PHC has 30+ years of experience in leadership transformation 
with practical and theoretical background. He has worked with High Potentials, 
Executives and C-suite levels. 

He worked for several corporations including Center for Creative Leadership and Korn 
Ferry, a global organizational consulting firm, synchronizing strategy and talent to drive 
superior performance for its clients. At Korn Ferry, his last corporate position, he was 
Partner and Director of Korn Ferry Advisory Belgium & Luxembourg. He was part of the 
Global C-Suite Development Practice and an EMEA co-leader of the Executive to 
Leader Institute.

He is a certified executive and team coach by Korn Ferry. He also has a vast experience 
in executive assessments.

Olivier has worked with high potentials and executives in and from the 5 continents. 
He is culturally sensitive, uses English and French in his interventions, and has 
knowledge of Spanish and Dutch.

Olivier speaks from experience. He is known for his insights, energy, and authenticity. 
He has led, been led, advised leaders and has faced transformational challenges both 
professionally as personally. Throughout the years, he has also developed a global 
network of professionals.



All our professional 
services
Top Team Performance: 
Teams are more than a sum of skilled individuals!

Executive Coaching
When things get more complex, when events accelerate, it is 
essential - and somehow counterintuitive - to stop and think.

Executive Retreats
Define your leadership strategy away from the hustle and bustle of 
corporate life.

Future Executive Programs
Prepare and engage the next generation!

Leadership Seminars, Webinars & Keynote Speeches 
Balancing out outside-in and inside-out leadership.

Diagnostics
What gets measured, gets fixed!

Leadership Culture
Aligning the cultural dimension with structure and strategy is a key 
factor of success.

PerformHance Consulting is a network-based 
leadership consultancy. We work with people and 
organizations to improve leadership, unleash full 
potential, leverage teamwork, increase business 
impact and enhance sustainable performance.



For more 
information

Contact Olivier Courtois

oc@performHanceconsulting.com

+32 497 469 516 (Brussels – Paris)

+ 44 33 0001 5349 (London)

www.performhanceconsulting.com

mailto:oc@performHanceconsulting.com
http://www.performhanceconsulting.com/

